Quality in E-learning
The learner as a key quality assurance category

Quality will determine the future of e-learning. Many analyses have reached this conclusion (1). The KPMG eLearning zwischen Euphorie und Ernüchterung (E-Learning Between Euphoria and Sobriety) (2) survey from November 2001 highlighted the fact that e-learning does not only depend on good technology, but should also pay much more attention to the corporate learning environment and the learner than it has to date and find effective ways to incorporate them (3). Berlecon, IDC (International Data Cooperation) and other institutes are recognising that although e-learning is a growing market, it will only develop its full potential when we can respond with high-quality e-learning concepts (4). Quality development and assurance is therefore becoming a central issue in the e-learning debate (5). Quality assurance concepts are featuring more prominently. In a wider context, the growing significance of the quality debate is affecting the entire education sector, not least as a result of the shock over the results of German pupils in the PISA study.

Quality development in education, and particularly in e-learning, is also increasingly taking centre stage throughout Europe. The European Commission is currently sponsoring numerous research projects for advancing and harmonising European debate on quality in e-learning as part of a pertinent initiative. For example, the European Quality Observatory (EQO) project (www.eqo.info) is building an Internet portal with options for analysing and comparing the different and competing quality systems in Europe (6). One of EQO’s main objectives is to promote the integration of quality systems in education. Efforts are also underway to synchronise international debate on quality standards (7).

The particular relevance of quality development poses two immediate questions: (1) What is quality? and (2) How can we assure it? Answering these questions is a major challenge, which we need to face if we want to raise the future profile of e-learning to the same level as traditional training measures. The good news is that e-learning does not invalidate the basic principles of quality assurance. We can therefore call on tried and tested ideas, models and methods when planning, developing and applying e-learning quality assurance concepts.

The bad news is that the drawbacks of conventional approaches remain. Therein lies the challenge. Ascertaining the actual nature of quality in e-learning opens up an extremely heterogeneous and opaque realm of concepts, methods and proposals. First we have to shed light on the mystery surrounding the definition of quality, then we must apply it consistently to e-learning.

Quality as a multifaceted concept

Learning quality – or educational quality in a wider context – is a multifaceted concept. It is not an absolute, it always depends on the situation in which it is employed. No European country has reached a social, political or academic consensus on what educational quality actually is. What we define as quality is therefore a normative setting which refers to a specific context. Consequently, situations and interests always influence its definition.

This applies even more to social and pedagogical services, since here we cannot follow patterns which are virtual laws of nature and always turn that which we deem ‘suitable in its composition to fulfil a requirement …’ – i.e. quality (according to the ISO 900X definition (8)) – into a negotiable issue between variously pronounced academic theories and subjec-
We can distinguish between three fundamentally diverse elements in the discussion:

- different interpretations of quality
- different players with different perspectives of quality
- different forms of quality, e.g. input, process, output

Together, these three basic elements provide a frame of reference for all debate on quality.

Quality reflected in various meanings

One dimension of quality is the differing interpretations of the term. Numerous definitions from various fields are available. For example, economics (10) adopts the *product-based approach*, which defines quality as a physical characteristic. Thus the quality of a piece of jewellery depends on its gold content, and the quality of a whiskey on its length of storage. There is also the *user-based approach*, which relates to individual customer preferences. Quality is defined in terms of user-friendliness. Under this interpretation, optimal fulfilment of demand signifies the best-possible quality. An oft-borrowed book therefore attains a higher quality than a seldom-loaned volume. User preferences are the determinants. We also have the *production-based approach*, which stems from the manufacturer and sets standards, compliance with which equals quality. Here, the primary goal is functionality, so a Swiss precision watch could have the same quality as a no-name product from Hong Kong. All books that do not fall apart have the same quality.

Of course, these attempts at definition cannot simply be transferred to the education sector. Unlike business, education does not involve classic supplier-customer relationships. It is an association of co-producers. An e-learning programme supplies technology and content, but it is down to learners themselves to actively use it, i.e. learn. The interaction between the learning programme and the learner is known as a co-producer relationship (11).

In education we can currently identify around five different meanings or inten-
tions for the term ‘quality’ (12), some of which resemble the definition examples in economics:

- quality as an exception describing the surpassing of standards
- quality as perfection describing the state of flawlessness
- quality as functionality referring to the degree of utility
- quality as an adequate return measured by the price-performance or cost-benefit ratio
- quality as a transformation describing the above-mentioned co-producer relationship between the learner and the learning programme and referring to the learner’s progress via a learning process.

Quality in the clash of perspectives

However, there are not only different interpretations of quality but also various players’ interests and perspectives (13): the enterprise – the user of the training measure, the tutors supervising an e-learning programme, the personnel managers who establish the framework for continuing training in their sector, and the learner. Each of these four players generally has divergent interests and differing quality requirements and interpretations. We must therefore regard quality not as a static element, but as a negotiable relationship between the players involved in the social process.

Quality at all levels

Last but not least, quality can also refer to different education levels or processes. We can cite the different levels of the famous quality triad (according to Donabedian) as examples:

- training measure prerequisites (input/structure quality): availability and capability of computers or tutor qualification for e-learning;
- the learning process (process quality), i.e. the interaction of learners, learning format, corporate learning culture, learning content and desired training goals – or;
- the result (outcome quality) of e-learning, i.e. the increase in learners’ professional competence.

Defining quality therefore involves navigating this multidimensional space (14). There is no easy answer or standard quality assurance solution. We have (unfortunately) had to abandon the hope of only having to define quality criteria once to be able to appraise e-learning courses and formats properly in future. Ultimately, e-learning measures strive to boost learners’ professional competence. A key factor in e-learning will thus be quality orientation which spans all processes and puts learners first. They must take pole position in e-learning quality concepts, since their professional competence is at stake (15). Researchers and politicians are called to establish exactly what this involves. However, we can already clearly identify several fundamental requirements which the new learning formats and social developments impose.

Learner-integrating quality assurance

It is imperative that we do not perceive a new focus on learner needs merely as a whim of fashion. Below we will therefore list and explain basic dimensions of learner-integrating quality assurance. We can use two main arguments to justify strengthening the learner perspective:

- a paradigm shift with consequences for defining learning quality is appropriate and necessary for quality assurance in e-learning;
- investigating quality from a user perspective entails integrating learner-oriented quality development at all levels of the training process.

The following section lists reasons for prominently integrating learner variables in quality models and traces the consequences for the quality assurance process.

Paradigm shift in quality assurance

A paradigm shift has been evident in continuing vocational training for some time: a move from lecturing to enabling – from

(12) Harvey/Green, 1993, p. 9ff present an analysis of interpretations of quality in education. Wallmüller, 1990, p. 7ff also features a systematic assessment of quality concepts, though this is more generalised and is not specifically related to education.


(15) Professional competence here has a broader sense of ‘ability to interact creatively with one’s environment in a complex world’.
behaviourist to cognitive didactics and from instructionalist to constructivist approaches (16). E-learning opportunities are generally radicalising this development. They pave the way for previously non-existent need orientation and programme individualisation – not least by replacing teaching along the lines of ‘one for many, now and here (Taylorist principle) with teaching/learning organisation which advocates ‘need-oriented learning, any time, anywhere’.

On the whole we can see that learners are being granted more and more say in defining continuing training quality (17). This applies to e-learning in particular. We can identify four reasons for this development: (a) from an economic point of view, learners are having to make an increasing financial contribution, either directly, by paying for private further training measures, or indirectly, by sacrificing leisure time to participate in further or continuing training organised by the company; (b) from an educational and didactic point of view, this is reflected in less lecturing and more hands-on experience. This change originates in a shift from behaviourist learning theories to cognitive learning models and from instructionalist to constructivist approaches. This generally involves less standardisation and more orientation to situation and subject; (c) at a social level, one reason lies in the emergence of the knowledge society. Globally available knowledge currently doubles every four to five years. U.S. sociologist Richard Sennet (18) predicts that American college students will change jobs eleven times during the course of their career and completely renew the basis of their knowledge three times. This lifelong learning process is individual and cannot be standardised. The challenge for e-learning programmes is to match individual requirements as closely as possible to the available learning formats; (d) e-learning’s special traits are a fourth reason for learners’ increasing influence on definition of quality in this area (19).

Access and learning forms: individual access to software has eliminated the need for standardised times and shared, public locations for learning processes. Learning primarily takes the form of private study,

---

(16) Harel et al., 1999; Jonassen, 1996; Reeves, 1999; Wilson et al., 2001 and others describe this development.
often at home, independently of teachers or other learners. E-learning facilitates individual, unrestricted access to material any time and anywhere. It also offers a wealth of learning forms: classroom phases, virtual self-study, tutor support, working and sharing with other learners. This range of possibilities allows individual tailoring of learning opportunities.

**Status quo and needs structure:** groups of e-learners may have a heterogeneous status quo. This applies particularly to demographic components (professional status, level of education, etc.) and learning experience. Uniform learning backgrounds within the group, such as those found in a classroom-based scenario, cannot automatically be assumed. This has a special bearing on the option of tailoring learning processes to individuals. Whereas traditional group teaching only works with relatively homogeneous backgrounds, e-learning is not subject to this restriction. Moreover, learners themselves are responsible for determining when, how long and how often they study.

The need structure usually has a similarly heterogeneous status quo. The envisaged objectives and related motivation structures of media-supported learning are entirely open. However, these diverse needs not only influence learning success, but are also instrumental in defining it. The number of goal structures is manifold: course participation inspired by personal interest in a subject is just as feasible as acquisition of an additional professional qualification or continuing training to gain a skill which has become indispensable for normal working life. A group of learners on one e-learning programme may pursue a very disparate range of goals.

**Freedom of programme selection:** e-learning gives learners the chance to decide for themselves how quickly they wish to learn, at which times and which section they want to focus on, skip or intensify. Learners can largely choose their own topics, schedules and strategies. Each person can decide individually which content, section or course they digest, when and how. Scope for such individual organisation of learning also engenders individual quality requirements.

To summarise, all four reasons – economic, educational/didactic, social and special e-learning traits confirm that learners should be more instrumental in defining the nature of learning quality. For quality assurance this specifically means that learner variables gain more weight in relation to the other learning process variables.

The ‘paradigm for constructing and evaluating multimedia learning environments’, which Rainer Fricke (20) devised, drawing on proposals from Reigeluth (21) and himself (22), clearly illustrates the relationship between learner variables and learning formats. Fricke avers that a learning format’s effectiveness depends on four factors:

- the **learning environment**: both the multimedia system (LMS) and the social learning environment (corporate learning culture, locations, etc.);
- the **learner** or the learner variables: previous knowledge, education, learning skills, media skills, interests, expectations, goals, etc.;
- the **learning topic**: content and presentation of study material;
- the (intended) **learning outcome** or objective: goals to be achieved via learning, such as promotion as a result of increased professional competence.

An e-learning format only takes shape when all four of the listed factors unite. All four aspects influence learning success, learning effectiveness and quality. The quality of an e-learning format therefore depends on the interaction of all four factors. The depicted paradigm shift boosts the significance of the learner variables within the entire learning format. This does not mean disregarding all other factors and treating learner needs the same as before but using technological or content-based/curricular learning process aspects. It merely involves **shifting the emphasis** on learner factors.

**Four consequences for quality assurance in e-learning**

Giving learners a key position in quality assurance has consequences for what we

---

define as quality in e-learning. The following four points will explain their relevance for quality assurance in e-learning programmes.

Consequence 1: From technological orientation to clear user orientation

The maxim for e-learning should be 'technology-supported but not technology-oriented'. The quality of the course does not hinge on what technology can achieve, but on how the appropriate technology can be used to tailor content, methods and situation to learners' needs. Studies show that (qualitatively) poor CBT which is sensibly embedded in a learning format can produce better results than (ostensibly) good programs which are not used sensibly (23).

Consequence 2: From programme orientation to learner orientation

This does not just mean rehashing the generally accepted principle of participant orientation without further reflection and merely considering how programme presentation and design can be made more user-friendly and adapted to the specific situation. This is undoubtedly important and correct. However, the paradigmatic shift goes one step further. It involves a change in perspective. Hence the question is not what training measures can be offered to staff, but what do they need now and in the future in which areas, and what forms of teaching suit their career and level of education?

Consequence 3: Quality originates in learning (and with the learner)

The depicted paradigm shift has far-reaching consequences for defining quality and quality assurance in e-learning. This viewpoint does not regard learners as course consumers but as co-producers of their own learning success. From this perspective the widely advocated economic view of the learner as a customer is unacceptable. On the whole it appears that the common definition of quality as 'what the consumer wants', now popular even in education, which was triggered by the transfer of different quality management philosophy principles (e.g. TQM) from industry to social services, and to education since the late 1980s (Berwick, 1989), sheds little light on what quality really is. It is not even easy to establish who the consumer in vocational training is. Is it the

organisation making a demand – the company which sends its staff on further training – or is it the course participants themselves? Moreover, learning processes are not a service which an education provider must supply to or for a potential customer. They require the cooperation of the ‘customer’ (i.e. learner). We therefore assume co-production of the training product in education and social affairs.

Quality only results when the learner interacts with the learning format: i.e. only when learning takes place (co-production in learning success). An e-learning format has no learning quality in itself. It merely supplies the framework (the format) to support the learning process.

Consequence 4: Quality promotion instead of quality assurance?

Most of the evaluation concepts for assessing learning software applied in quality assurance processes today follow a so-called mechanical model of impact research (Müller-Böling also refers to an ex ante evaluation model (26)). Learning software which has been tested according to certain quality criteria (e.g. AKAB, MEDA ’97, etc.) is used to achieve a particular effect – growth in workers’ professional competence. This neglects to consider that evaluation of learning software says nothing about its potential impact. Rather, investigations such as the case studies Erich Behrendt has performed in several sectors (28) reveal that not only the learning software but also the learning formats, the corporate working, learning and management cultures and learner motivation, activity and guidelines for behaviour are deciding factors for effective e-learning. This confirms that learning quality involves the interaction of various givens, only one of which is software.

Quality only ensues from the harmonisation of learning requirements, the e-learning format and other contextual aspects. Prognostic standards barely hold water as forecasts of learning quality (26). After all, quality can only be achieved through constant optimisation – or promotion – of this interaction. It therefore makes sense to strive for quality promotion rather than quality assurance in future, since only standards can be assured. That does not mean that from now on, all standards should be annulled, but it emphasises that providers and services are only the framework model. Learners are the primary sculptors of their e-learning process and hence the learning quality. It is they who

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjective quality model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality segment 1: Form of tutor support</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality requirements which learners regard as significant for online tutor support: assigned tasks, behavioural guidelines, rights to tutor time, tutor qualification requirements and information on desired communication media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality segment 2: Online course cooperation and communication</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality requirements which learners impose on communicative and cooperative online learning processes. These concern specific forms and options of communication between the learning process participants, and their design (29).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality segment 3: Learning technologies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality requirements which learners impose on selected technological components in an online learning platform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality segment 4: Costs – expectations – benefits</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learners’ cost-benefit considerations also play a vital role in e-learning quality assessment. Learners’ investment in online continuing training and the ensuing results, e.g. improved professional competence in a work context, must be in an appropriate ratio (29).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality segment 5: Information transparency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality requirements for information on online training providers and the courses they offer. The main question is: What course and provider information should learners have access to, and what advice services are needed to create transparency?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality segment 6: Classroom sessions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality requirements for course structure, particularly classroom sessions: design and frequency of classroom sessions, study advice services, timetables and organisation, evaluation of online courses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality segment 7: Didactics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The didactics segment covers content, learning goals, methods and materials. Quality requirements chiefly affect the following aspects: course material background information, media-compatible multimedia material design, sectioned and structured course material, promotion of learning competence, feedback via exercises and monitoring of learning progress, individual tasks adapted to learners’ personal goals and abilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(26) These can be learner-learner interaction, learner-tutor interaction, learning group-tutor interaction, learner-expert interaction, etc. The element of learner cooperation is seen to be linked very closely to the concept of collaboration, i.e. cooperation here does not signify work division, but describes shared cognition in a spatially divided learning system.

(29) However, costs are not restricted to the financial aspect. The time learners invest, the difficulties of self-organisation and commitment to self-motivation involve considerable sacrifices for learners. On the plus side, learners can harvest various other fruits from their efforts as well as a financial ROI.
The lernqualitaet.de – Qualität aus Lernersicht (Quality From a Learner Perspective) study (27) takes this issue as its starting point. It has two innovative goals. First, it aims to define quality from a learner point of view. Second, it moves away from the common practice of applying the same quality equally to all learners. Instead, it creates target-group-specific quality profiles. The results show that quality criteria do not apply equally to all learners. These findings prove that the common practice of developing quality according to generally applicable criteria makes no sense.

The research project provides the first-ever empirical classification of subjective e-learning quality requirements. This now sets the stage for viable and appropriate quality development for networked learning courses focusing on learner needs.

Comprehensive e-learning services for learners

A subjective quality concept for online learning formats must consider more and broader determinants than ‘mere’ didactic or technological aspects, as the survey results show. They reveal that learner quality requirements for e-learning can be divided into seven quality segments:

- Learner-oriented quality development
- Target-group-oriented quality concepts

learn. It goes without saying that e-learning courses must conform to minimum standards. But minimum standards do not themselves imply any learning quality.

The individualist

(N=328)

- Content-based quality requirements
- Individualised programmes
- Didactic structure
- Self-directed learning
- Classroom sessions, interaction and communication

The results-oriented learner

(N=235)

- Individualisation
- Standard programmes
- Work-integrated learning
- Instrumental purpose orientation
- Learning and media competence
- Classroom sessions, interaction and communication

The pragmatist

(N=293)

- Individualised programmes
- Practical tutor support
- Non-economic costs
- Information & advice
- Personalisation of the LP
- Didactic requirements

The avantgardist

(N=392)

- Discussion/communication
- Learner-oriented tutor support
- Avant-gardist media/technology
- Virtual learning groups
- Information & advice
- Variety of teaching methods

The individualist: The individualist learner desires assistance from a network of supporting learning services. Moreover, we can see that learners’ quality requirements apply to the entire continuing training process and not just the learning process. Learners also attach importance to learning conditions (structure quality) and results (output quality).

(27) The study was performed at the University of Bielefeld (Ehlers 2003) and will be published in Germany in spring next year (2004). More information on the Internet at http://www.lernqualitaet.de.
reflect the existing differences in e-learners’ quality demands. These prototypical profiles can act as models for learner-oriented quality development. Analysis suggests that the following target group structures would be viable (Figure 4):

- **Content-oriented individualists**, who want to learn independently and do not consider tutor support vital for high quality. They have little need of support services. Their quality requirements only concern content. They attach no importance to communication and interaction.

- **Independent goal-oriented or results-oriented learners**, who use e-learning chiefly to achieve a previously defined objective and require only the support necessary for this. They are satisfied with standard programmes and attach no importance to individually tailored learning formats.

- **Need-oriented pragmatists** are interested in communicative discussion but adopt a practical approach, focusing on what is absolutely necessary. Extreme individualisation of the learning programme is not a priority, and they do not regard special application of various media as a prerequisite for high-quality learning formats.

- **Interaction-oriented avant-gardists** perceive quality in a comprehensive palette of support services. They are interested in improving learning competence as well as attaining specific goals. They require an interaction-oriented learning format which incorporates a rich and varied use of media.

We can assign a different set of quality factors from the seven subjective quality model segments to each target group. The study proves that quality development for learning formats intended to facilitate self-directed learning must take very different learner quality definitions and requirements into account. This applies particularly to guidance services which take the form of advice or tutor support. Consideration of target-group-specific quality needs is therefore a strategic success factor for providers of continuing e-training. If e-learning is to reap the benefits of these new findings, it must develop tools which integrate them into all levels of the electronic continuing training process. In the next section we will present a feasible evaluation approach which analyses the different education process stages, apply it consistently to e-learning and couple it with the learner orientation model developed above.
Evaluation in the planning stage

**Evaluands**
- **Target-group-specific prerequisites:** Previous knowledge, interest in the quality measure, expectations, participant media application skills, information on educational context, learning competence, self-organisation/self-direction, how does the learner define learning success? (subjective quality model and target-group-related quality concepts)
- **Contextual prerequisites:** onsite organisational/technical requirements, corporate learning culture, private learning environment, etc.

**Methods**
- Qualitative methods: survey, observation

Evaluation in the development stage

**Evaluands**
- **Target-group-applicable pedagogical design of course/learning modules and course structure (e.g. blended learning vs. purely virtual self-study)**
- **Ergonomics**
- **Acceptance**
- **Motivation effects**
- **Do the concepts suit learner requirements?** (subjective quality model and target-group-related quality concepts)

**Methods**
- Formative evaluation through iterative optimisation loops, observation, behaviour recording, log file analyses, tests and checklists

Evaluation in the implementation stage

**Evaluands (subjective quality model and target-group-related quality concepts)**
- **Reaction level:** How do learners react to the course? What form should the e-learning programme take to generate a positive reaction from learners?
- **Learning level:** What are the learning results? How can the learning process be influenced positively?
- **Activity level:** Were learners able to use the learning content for their own purposes, e.g. transfer it to their work situation? Has professional competence increased (reconstructive analyses)? What form should an e-learning course take to support learners in developing initiative and competence?
- **Level of success:** What impact does continuing training have on learners’ situations, e.g. their status in the company or workplace? Was the e-learning measure a success for the learner?

**Methods**
- Combination of qualitative and quantitative methods: Surveys, observations, tests

Evaluation of impact

**Evaluands**
- Has the continuing training measure achieved the desired success (e.g. in a corporate/organisational context)?
- Have the individual or organisational goals (corporate training) been attained?
- Is the desired increase in the learner’s professional competence visible?

**Methods**
- Cost calculation (ROI), staff discussions (quality management), reconstructive analyses of increase in professional competence
Assuring quality at all levels

Until recently, monitoring the success of continuing training measures was limited to asking participants how satisfied they were, and at best, to examining direct learning outcomes (30). Now, however, detailed evaluation models are also available for e-learning (for learning software and online learning formats). In general we can affirm that quality assurance is more than simply monitoring direct learning effects. It considers all determinants (see Figure 5): learner, learning topic, desired results and both the technological and the social learning environment (place of work, corporate learning culture, private learning situation, etc.).

Quality assurance does not solely consist of good planning and preparation. It must extend to all phases of the training process and involve the learner. It begins with quality awareness and ends with assurance of the transfer function, which is the ultimate aim. A tailored evaluation concept is also essential for ensuring quality.

It is vital to consider every stage of the training process, from planning, through development and implementation, right up to transfer assurance.

It is a widespread misconception that e-learning has only to be well planned and prepared to achieve the desired outcome. A detailed quality assurance concept might mirror Figure 5. It spans all stages of a qualification process and goes beyond standard evaluation procedures (31) for continuing training measures by incorporating the planning and development stage and the impact of the measure (e.g. return on investment in company training) as well as assessing the implementation stage in detail.

Each level must consider the four factors of learning format, learner, learning content and learning outcome/intention. Consideration of learner variables is particularly important. Thus, quality assurance involves integrating the learner in every phase of planning, development and execution. Learner-integrating quality assurance should therefore include at least the following evaluation questions, which render it possible (summarised on page 12).

Outlook: Promotion of learning competence as a quality condition

It is clear that learners are becoming more relevant and taking centre stage in quality development. However, a further aspect is essential for establishing quality in learning: the learning competence of learners themselves. In 2001 Stiftung Warentest (the German consumer evaluation foundation) published a survey which examines whether a Stiftung Bildungstest (education evaluation foundation) would be advisable in the German training provider landscape. It concluded that an institution of this kind is urgently needed, because ...

‘... autonomous decisions by private users presuppose the existence of comprehensible markets. Ideally consumers should know what is on the market, in what qualities the desired product is available on the market and what price-performance ratio is appropriate to their requirements.’ (Stiftung Warentest Dec. 2001)


(31) Kirkpatrick proposes a four-stage evaluation model for training programmes, which still constitutes the standard evaluation approach in the U.S. (Kirkpatrick, 1994).
However, to make these decisions, learners must first identify their needs. They must know what training they require or wish to obtain in the course of their lifelong learning process. They must develop their own definition of quality. They must become their own training manager.

Only when learners are capable of doing this will they be in a position to proactively shape their own learning success and positively influence learning quality. E-learning providers and enterprises/other work organisations are ‘only’ facilitators in this scenario. Learners can then assume a high degree of responsibility for the learning quality of training processes. For both learners and providers bear responsibility for the learning process and hence for the quality of all learning in the co-producer relationship between training programme and learner. Assuring quality therefore always entails strengthening learner competence in this way. Against this backdrop, ‘training for self-training’ (learning to learn) gains significance. What is necessary for acquiring this competence?

Training programmes should aim to impart media skills to learners. They must also foster media creativity and a critical approach to media-based information over and above pure media competence. According to Baacke, comprehensive media competence comprises four dimensions (32):

1. **Media skills**
   - The ability to acquire knowledge via the media, use it creatively and reflect critically on media-imparted communication processes and information is vital for effective media-based learning.

Supporting and promoting self-directed learning proficiency continues to be vital. Learners should be equipped to analyse their own education needs, formulate goals and access and exploit materials and content independently. To do this they require a high level of methodological competence and the capacity to arrange their own learning opportunities. It is not merely a case of empowering learners to solve individual, isolated problems. It also involves comprehensive training in a rapidly changing social and professional world. Otto Peters (33) emphasised this connection.

‘The question of whether we … advocate self-directed learning is no banality, … in view of the social and cultural problems we are likely to encounter it is a sheer survival tactic.’

Above all, assuring quality in e-learning also involves assuring learning competence in learners. This enables them to shape high-quality learning processes themselves and to make the most of programme potential within the learning format.
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(32) Baacke states that the concept of media competence is based on the concept of communicative competence. He presented this as the Bielefeld media competence model in Baacke, 1997.


